
WHAT IS A GOOD THESIS STATEMENT FOR HARRISON BERGERON

Post your thesis statements for "Harrison Bergeron" here. . the second sentence is a good point, but does not belong in
a thesis statement; leave it for the.

Through this foreshadowing of the future, Vonnegut attempts to use Diana Moon Glampers and Harrison
Bergeron as mechanisms to reveal and warn of the dangers of the two extremes--too equal or too unjust.
Handicaps can be defined as a hindrance that gives a disadvantage. At that time my perfect life was simple and
easy. Diana Moon Glampers, the Handicapper General, symbolically portrays the idea of fairness in a society.
It would be better if you can be able to narrow the focus. You need to simply review the main points and offer
your thesis reinforcement. The use of either an outline or diagram will allow you see the connections better
and help with writing a more organized essay Write a thesis statement The whole point of a thesis statement is
to tell the reader the purpose of the essay. No one is slower, weaker, or smarter than anyone else. They show
that there will always be individuals who rebel, are not the same, and try to start their own society to fight
against the government. He develops this ideal through a story about the Bergerons, who are presently
watching an average ballet in a manner that is concise In Kurt Vonnegut, Jr. In this society, the gifted, strong,
and beautiful are required to wear handicaps of earphones, heavy weights, and hideous masks, respectively.
Purpose of this essay is to analyze how the stories describe passive societies in order to criticize a blind
obedience by comparing and The beautiful people are covered with hideous masks, the intelligent people wear
ear pieces that let off loud obnoxious sounds at random to throw off there thought process and the strong
Marton talks of Vonnegut's ongoing themes satirizing the government and the destruction of individuality. He
dies because he chooses not to conform to the rest of his oppressive society. His parents, George and Nobody
was smarter than anybody else. In the beginning of the story, the reader is given a picture of the world that
Diana Moon Glampers watches upon: The year was , and everybody was finally equal. Write the body The
body of your essay should explain, describe, or argue your topic. No one is supposed to be more attractive,
stronger, more intelligent or quicker than anyone else. Rules are so meticulous, that is mandatory to follow the
rules which all regard to an averagely equal life. I feel that I can understand my audience because I have
always been a person that likes to stand up for myself and I am all about self expression and equality. Harrison
is no ordinary being of society. They were equal every which way. When Harrison tries to rebel against the
laws of the land, he is shot and killed. The Handicapper General HG who manage this things, use little mental
handicap radio, bags and masks to made them become equal. Vonnegut seems to imply that the government
intrudes the everyday lives of citizens under the pretense of equality, just like the communist totalitarian
regime of Mao Ze Dong in China. Vonnegut paints She is the one in charge of lowering the capacity of a
bright and intelligent person to the level of a normal and unaware being. This will help you see things more
clearly and be able to link the ideas better. They weren't only equal before God and the law. The topic mainly
majors on the government forcing equality by handicapping the more gifted therefore you need to know the
topic well. Vonnegut seems to think that equality in the sense of eliminating individual differences would
never work. Nobody was stronger or quicker than anybody else. When I was young, I dream my perfect
society as a place with my family, toys, food, and happiness, really as a child I don't think deeply about human
rights, money, and shelter. Furthermore, his mental capacity is great enough to override the annoying sounds
that the H-G men create. But is there such a thing as too much quality?


